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Multimedia Introduction to Programming Using JavaSpringer, 2004
Although vital to modern software development, Java and object-oriented programming can pose significant challenges to newcomers. This text, unique in both scope and approach and accompanied by an interactive CD-ROM , addresses that learning curve by providing a careful, classroom-tested presentation of Java -- from the fundamentals of variables,...
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Crowd SimulationSpringer, 2007
There has been a growing interest in crowd simulation particularly in the commercial sector where it is used in security, defence, entertainment and the movie industry. This field is now reaching maturity and there is a need for a book that focuses entirely on methods and techniques for crowd simulation, this book fills that gap.
The topics...
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Photoshop 3D for AnimatorsFocal Press, 2010

	Photoshop is not just for photographers anymore. Photoshop 3D for Animators is one of the only titles available that discusses 3D Photoshop techniques specifically for animators. Now with Adobe CSX, 3D Digital artists can integrate 3D models into Photoshop or create 3D models in Photoshop with the high capability to customize, edit...
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Animation and Performance Capture Using Digitized Models (Cognitive Systems Monographs)Springer, 2009
The realistic generation of virtual doubles of real-world actors has been the focus of computer graphics research for many years. However, some problems still remain unsolved: it is still time-consuming to generate character animations using the traditional skeleton-based pipeline, passive performance capture of human actors wearing arbitrary...
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Beginning Blender: Open Source 3D Modeling, Animation, and Game DesignApress, 2010

	A new world of creative possibilities is opened by Blender, the most popular and powerful open source 3D and animation tool. Blender is not just free software; it is also an important professional tool used in animated shorts, television commercials, and shows, as well as in production for films like Spiderman 2. Lance...
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React and  React Native: Complete guide to web and native mobile development with React, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build applications for web and native mobile platforms with React, JSX, Redux, and GraphQL

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore how functional web development works with React, Redux, and React Native
	
			Build apps with unified architecture with Facebook's React, Relay, and GraphQL

...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services 2005McGraw-Hill, 2005
Generate and distribute comprehensive, integrated reports
 Transform disparate corporate data into business intelligence with help from this hands-on guide.  Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Reporting Services explains how to create, manage, and deliver traditional and interactive reports with this powerful server-based...
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Learn Vertex & Pixel Shader Programming with DirectX 9Wordware Publishing, 2004
This book covers all the fundamentals of programming vectors using SIMD methodology in conjunction with the Direct3D 9 application interfaces.

Text shows how to write assembly language for programming the vertex shader and pixel shader hardware using DirectX 9. Covers the fundamentals of programming vectors using SIMD methodology in...
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Crafting Rails Applications: Expert Practices for Everyday Rails Development (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
		This book guides you through these new APIs through practical examples. In each chapter, we will use test-driven development to build a Rails extension or application that covers new Rails 3 features and how these features fit in the Rails 3 architecture. By the time you finish this book, you will understand Rails better and be more...
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Blender Quick Start Guide: 3D Modeling, Animation, and Render with Eevee in Blender 2.8Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore the new Blender 2.8 user interface and get up to speed with creating 3D models

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover Blender 2.8’s new user interface and tools
	
			Create materials, apply textures and render scenes
	
			Use the new cutting-edge real-time render Eevee...
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Practical Shader Development: Vertex and Fragment Shaders for Game DevelopersApress, 2019

	Welcome to Practical Shader Development. This book is intended to be the gentlest introduction possible to the theory and practice of writing shaders for video games. Shader writing is a very large topic, and I can remember feeling very lost when I was starting out. My hope is that this book will help you avoid that same feeling and allow you...
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OGRE 3D 1.7 Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Harnessing the power of an elaborate graphics engine, such as Ogre 3D is time-consuming, but a highly rewarding pursuit. Developers, over the world, attest to Ogre's elegance, versatility, and efficiency, not to mention that its code is open source and supported by a thriving online community. This book explores many useful and fun ways...
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